
A1 CHAPTER 1 SECTION 1
TRANSLATIONS: Greetings and Introductions

Present Tense

Hello. (Hi.)

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

Nice to meet you.

You too.

Who is that?

That is …

the boy

the girl

the man

the woman

Mrs.

Miss

Good morning! (Morning!)

Good afternoon!

Good evening!

Goodbye. (Bye.)

Good night! (Night.)

Have a good night.

See you later.

See you soon.

What is your name?

My name is ...

How do you spell your name?

Hello, my name is Brian. 

Nice to meet you, Sara.

You too, David. 

Who is that in front of us?

That is Richard from next door.

The boy just lost his first tooth. 

The girl is happy with her new haircut. 

The man and his dog look friendly. 

The woman is nice. 

This is Mrs. Jones. She is my neighbor. 

Miss Jasmine is very nice. 

Good morning. How are you?

Have a good afternoon.

Good evening, everyone.

Goodbye. Have a good night.

Good night, Amanda. Sleep well. 

Have a good night and drive home safely.

See you later, Sam. 

See you soon, Eric.

What is your name?

My name is Hannah. 

How do you spell your name, Sean? 

Mr. This is Mr. Smith. He works with me. 



A1 CHAPTER 1 SECTION 2
TRANSLATIONS: Places to Live

Where are you from?

I am from …

My family is from …

And you?

Where do you live?

Where are you from in Europe? 

I am from Portugal. 

My family is from South America.

And you? Where are you from?

Where do you live in the United States? 

I live in ...

the city of

the state of

the country of

I live in Chicago.

I live in the city of Los Angeles.

I am from the state of California. 

We live in the country of the United States 
of America. 

the United States (USA)

I

you (singular, plural, and formal)

There are 50 states in the USA.

I am 28 years old. 

You are doing great! 

he

she

it

we

they

He lives in Arizona. 

She comes from Montana. 

It is my favorite state. 

We are from Indiana.

They live in Alaska.

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation



A1 CHAPTER 1 SECTION 3
TRANSLATIONS: Using Numbers 

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

Who is this?

This is ...

How old are you?

I am _____ years old.

What is your phone number?

My phone number is ...

Call me!

My favorite number is ...

My lucky number is ...

Who is this person?

This is my friend Jacob. 

How old are you today?

I am five years old. 

What is your phone number so I can call? 

My phone number is 262-4779.

Call me later tonight.

My favorite number is seven. 

My lucky number is six and it’s on my 
jersey.  



A1 CHAPTER 2 SECTION 1
TRANSLATIONS: Expressing Feelings

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

How are you?

not well

okay

sad

shy

surprised

tired

well

I am ...

afraid

angry

bored

excited

fantastic

fine

frustrated

good

great

happy

How are you today? 

I am not well.

Are you feeling okay? 

The girl is sad and crying.

The little boy is shy and doesn’t talk much. 

Are you surprised at how late it is?

She is tired after work. 

I’m doing well, thank you. 

I am fantastic, thank you.

The boy is afraid of dogs.

The man is angry about work.

Our son gets bored in school.

My husband is excited about his new job.

She is feeling fantastic today. 

He is doing fine in school. 

Ben is frustrated with his sister.

Are you good at drawing?

Barbara is feeling great.

This boy is always happy in the morning. 



A1 CHAPTER 2 SECTION 2
TRANSLATIONS: Everyday Verbs

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

to dance

to draw

to go

to have

to like

to listen (to)

to not like

to paint

Do you like to dance. 

The children draw pictures in school.

Let’s go for a walk. 

She has big brown eyes. 

Leah likes to eat watermelon. 

Danny listens to music in his free time.

She does not like to eat broccoli. 

My grandpa likes to paint with bright 
colors. 

to do He has a lot to do today.

to play

to practice

to read

to sing

Do you like to play sports or games?

The man practices hockey every day.

He likes to read a lot of different books. 

I could listen to her sing all day long. 

to sleep

to swim

to watch

How much do you sleep every night?

Swimming is one of my favorite sports. 

On Saturdays we like to watch TV. 

to write

a lot

very much

somewhat

a little

She likes to write stories. 

I like to play cards a lot.

I like to play chess very much. 

Tennis is somewhat interesting to watch.

I draw a little in my free time.



A1 CHAPTER 2 SECTION 3
TRANSLATIONS: Free Time Activities

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

a game

practice (noun)

to listen to

a CD

an MP3

music

the radio

to play

cards

chess

to do homework

to get together with friends

to go online

to surf the web

to surf the Internet

to have

a competition

an instrument

on the computer

video games

to read

a book

Do you have a soccer game this week?

We have soccer practice today. 

I do not listen to music in the car.

I want you to listen to this CD.

I don’t have CDs, I listen to MP3s.

I really like to listen to music while I cook. 

He is listening to the radio in the car. 

The family is playing a game together. 

Do you want to play cards? 

Do you know how to play chess? 

He does his homework at the table. 

Do you like getting together with friends? 

I go online to connect with family. 

I like surfing the web to get new ideas. 

I surf the Internet before I go to bed. 

I have a game tomorrow night. 

Tomorrow we have a sports competition. 

Do you play an instrument in the band? 

Is he playing games on the computer? 

Does she play video games often?

He likes to read about the news before 
bed. 

I finished reading a book last night. 

board games The kids are playing a board game. 

a magazine

a newspaper

to shop

to talk on

I like reading about celebrities in 
magazines.

Every morning we read the newspaper.

They like to shop on the weekend. 

I talk on the phone with my friends. 



A1 CHAPTER 2 SECTION 3
TRANSLATIONS: Free Time Activities

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the cell phone

the phone

the telephone

I often talk on my cell phone while I walk. 

I will talk to you on the phone later. 

We talk on the telephone every night. 

to talk to my friend(s)

basketball

football

golf

gymnastics

hockey

soccer

tennis

volleyball

to text (someone)

to watch

a DVD

a movie

television (TV)

a TV show

free time (In my free time …)

fun

the player (a football player)

the sport

baseball

Lisa is talking to her friends during class. 

They ran up and down the basketball 
court. 

Our son plays football and likes to tackle. 

He plays golf and often gets a hole in one. 

She is in gymnastics and can do a 
cartwheel. 

They are playing hockey on the ice. 

Do you like to play or watch soccer games? 

They play tennis and hit the ball hard. 

We play volleyball in gym class. 

Are you texting Kim about tonight?

I am going to watch that show. 

I have that movie on DVD but didn’t 
watch it.

I like to go to the theater to watch movies.

We watch a lot of television in our house.

What is your favorite TV show to watch? 

What do you like to do in your free time? 

My grandma thinks baking is fun.

The player throws the football.

What is your favorite sport? 

My husband likes his new baseball glove. 

the team I am on the baseball team this year. 



A1 CHAPTER 3 SECTION 1
TRANSLATIONS: Family Relationships

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the aunt

the grandparent

the grandson

the husband

the mother (the mom)

the parent

the sibling

the sister

the son

the wife

What language do you speak?

the baby (babies)

the brother

the child (children)

the cousin

the daughter

the family

the father (the dad)

the grandchild

the granddaughter

the grandfather (the grandpa)

the grandmother 
(the grandma)

I speak …

English

Arabic

My aunt is my mother’s sister. 

We visit my grandparents every week. 

The grandson is with his grandmother. 

That is Maria’s husband. 

The mother is holding her baby.

The parents have a boy and a girl.

I have two siblings, a brother and a sister. 

My sister is the oldest sibling.

The parents have two sons, Sam and Luke. 

She is Matthew’s wife. 

What language do you speak at home? 

This cute baby smiles a lot. 

My brother is older and bigger than me. 

This is her first child.

I have two cousins that I see often. 

The daughter loves her dad.

You have a beautiful family. 

The father loves his daughter. 

My grandparents have five grandchildren.

The baby is her granddaughter.

The grandfather is holding his grandchild. 

The grandmother loves her grandchildren. 

I speak three different languages. 

Do you speak English? 

My parents are from Egypt and speak 
Arabic.

the uncle My mother’s brother is my uncle. 



A1 CHAPTER 3 SECTION 1
TRANSLATIONS: Family Relationships

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

Italian

Japanese

Mandarin

Russian

He speaks Italian and likes to order pizza.

Do you speak Japanese with your parents?

Many people speak Mandarin. 

She speaks Russian with her grandma. 

Spanish

the female

the male

My friend Noah speaks Spanish.

I have a female cousin named Julie. 

My male cousin’s name is Jason. 

the pet

the cat

the dog

What?

Who?

Can we get a pet? 

Look at this cute cat.

The dog is so friendly and likes to play ball. 

What are you doing today?

Who is that man?

French

German

French is a beautiful language. 

German is his favorite language to speak. 



A1 CHAPTER 3 SECTION 2
TRANSLATIONS: Dates and Birthdates

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

August (Aug.)

September (Sept.)

October (Oct.)

November (Nov.)

December (Dec.)

the day

the month

the year

your

his

January (Jan.)

February (Feb.)

March (Mar.)

April (Apr.)

May

June

July

her

its

our

their

The weather in August is nice and warm.

Students go back to school in September. 

It is too early for snow in October. 

November is my favorite month.

Charlotte’s birthday is in December.

What day is it today? 

June is my favorite month. 

Do you have any plans for this year? 

Is your birthday in August? 

His hat is on the table. 

The first month of the year is January.

February is always cold here. 

The beginning of spring is in March. 

It rains a lot in April.

Temperature starts to warm up in May.

Summer break starts in June. 

Are you going on vacation in July? 

Her outfit is really pretty. 

The dog has its favorite toy. 

Our house is on the left.

They are walking their dog outside. 

my I am going to have a party for my birthday. 



A1 CHAPTER 3 SECTION 3
TRANSLATIONS: Physical Appearance

Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

What do you look like? What do you look like in the morning? 

What does he/she look like?

to look like

the beard

the ear (ears)

What does he look like when he is happy?

I want to look like her when I’m older.

His beard is white and long. 

I am listening with my ears. 

the eye (eyes)

the hair

the lip (lips)

Sunglasses protect your eyes from the sun.

She cut her long hair before summer. 

You whistle by putting your lips together. 

the mustache

long

old

short (height and length)

skinny

straight

tall

the mouth

the nose

bald

big

blonde (hair)

curly

dark

fat

hazel (eyes)

light

little

My uncle has a brown mustache. 

Susan’s long hair almost touches her waist. 

My grandfather is old. 

The girl is short and she has short hair.

The skinny man could fit in the small 
space.

The woman has straight hair that lays flat.

I cannot see the top of the tall building. 

You smile and speak with your mouth.

Do you have a small or a big nose? 

He doesn’t have hair. He is bald.

A clown wears big red shoes.

Timothy has blonde hair.

Her hair is curly and hard to comb 
through.  

Her dark brown hair looks black. 

His fat cat eats too much food. 

Hazel eyes are green, gold, and brown. 

Her hair is light brown and very long. 

I love these little shoes. 



TRANSLATIONS: Physical Appearance
Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

brown

gray

green

orange

pink

purple

He wears brown shoes with his green suit. 

My grandma has gray hair. 

I wear green and red around the holidays. 

Some people have red or orange hair.

Her lips are pink. 

My daughter’s favorite color is purple. 

red

white

yellow

Do you like red or pink better?

Uncle Liam’s beard is white like snow.

Light yellow hair is called blonde. 

blue That blue shirt brings out your blue eyes. 

black Is your dog black or dark brown? 

A1 CHAPTER 3 SECTION 3

wavy

young

Her hair is wavy, not curly. 

I am not old, I am young. 



A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 1
TRANSLATIONS: Classroom and School Supplies

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the board

the library (libraries)

the school

the backpack

the binder

the calculator

the dictionary (dictionaries)

the eraser

the folder

the paper

the pen

the bookshelf (bookshelves)

the chair

the desk

the drawer

the garbage can

the map

the table

the cafeteria

the classroom

the computer lab

the gymnasium (gym)

the pencil

the ruler

the textbook

the workbook

The teacher is writing on the board. 

The school library has many good books.

I ride the bus to school. 

My extra pencil is in my backpack.

I need a binder for each subject.

In math class we use a calculator.

Can I look up that word in a dictionary? 

I use an eraser when I make a mistake. 

Folders help keep things organized. 

Do you have an extra sheet of paper? 

My pen is out of ink. 

There are many books on the bookshelf.

The chair does not look comfortable. 

There are desks in the classroom.

Everything I need is in my desk drawer.

Can you throw that in the garbage can?

This is a map of the world. 

We eat at the table in our kitchen. 

The kids are eating lunch in the cafeteria.

The school has very nice classrooms.

Our school has a new computer lab. 

We have physical education class in the 
gym.

I need to sharpen my pencil. 

We use a ruler to measure in math class. 

How many textbooks do you need?

Students write their answers in a 
workbook.

the notebook I took notes in my notebook. 



A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 1
TRANSLATIONS: Classroom and School Supplies

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

to bring She forgot to bring her homework to class. 

the classmate

How many ...?

to learn

to listen (to)

My classmate Sophie is nice.

How many children do you see?

We learn a lot in school. 

He is listening to music. 

to need

the student

to take

The students need backpacks for their 
things.

The student raised her hand to ask for 
help. 

They take a test in English class. 

the teacher The teacher stood in front of the class. 

A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 2
TRANSLATIONS: Subjects and Grades

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

art

computer science

geography

history

language

English

French

German

Mandarin

Spanish

I get to be creative in art class. 

Do you have computer science at school? 

In geography class we are learning about 
different countries.

In history class we are learning about war. 

How many languages can you speak?

I am learning how to speak English. 

I think French is a beautiful language. 

There are long words in German. 

My neighbor is learning Mandarin for 
work. 

My dad can speak Spanish well. 

music

mathematics (math)

My music teacher can sing and play guitar.

Adding and subtracting are a part of math. 



A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 2
TRANSLATIONS: Subjects and Grades

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

physical education (gym)

science

biology

chemistry

physics

study hall

the subject

to answer

to ask a question

the homework

to know

to learn

the project

the question

You get to move around in gym class. 

My science teacher likes to do 
experiments.

Biology is the study of plants and animals.

Chemistry is important for medicine.

In physics you learn about motion. 

I do my homework during study hall. 

What is your favorite subject? 

He answers the problem on the board. 

The girl asks the teacher a question. 

He forgot to do the homework last night. 

Do you know the answer? 

I like to learn new things. 

The boy is working on a science project. 

The girl has a question about the 
homework.  

the answer She knows the answer to the question. 

the quiz (quizzes)

right

to study

the test (the exam)

Do we have a quiz in Spanish class today?

Do you know the right answer? 

The students have to study for a test. 

The test had 20 questions. 

wrong

boring

the class (classes)

This student only got one answer wrong. 

She thinks history class is boring. 

We have many different classes in school. 

difficult, hard

easy

The test was hard because he didn’t study. 

I like math, so the exam was easy for me. 

interesting

because

the grade 

They think science is interesting. 

We go to school because we have to learn. 

He didn’t get a good grade on his test. 



A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 2
TRANSLATIONS: Subjects and Grades

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the grade level

first

next

then

after that

lastly

What grade level are you in?

My first class in the morning is German. 

Next I have math. 

Then they went to the library.

After that I have to do my homework. 

Lastly I ride the bus home. 

the report card

the schedule

Why?

to like

Students see their grades on a report 
card. 

Do you like your schedule this semester? 

Why does our math teacher give so much 
homework on the weekend?

I like math class the least. 

A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 3
TRANSLATIONS: Time and Schedules

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

a quarter after

a quarter past

a quarter to

the clock

half past; thirty

in the morning

in the afternoon

in the evening

It is ______ o’clock.

midnight

minute

Practice starts at a quarter to three.

It’s a quarter past two.

We end practice at a quarter after four. 

The clock on the wall is three minutes fast.

Breakfast is at half past eight. 

I start school at seven in the morning. 

What are you doing in the afternoon? 

My family watches TV in the evening. 

It is seven o’clock that the show starts. 

The new day starts at midnight.

A minute has 60 seconds. 

hour One hour has 60 minutes. 



A1 CHAPTER 4 SECTION 3
TRANSLATIONS: Time and Schedules

Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

noon We have lunch at noon. 

second

What time is it?

after school

to arrive

There are 60 seconds in a minute.

What time is it now?

Do you want to play basketball after 
school? 

The students arrive at school at 8:00.

to begin; to start

before

to end; to finish

I start my day with a cup of coffee. 

He eats breakfast before school. 

School ends at three o’clock. 

I have ______ at ______.

When?

the calendar

the day

Monday

I have music at ten o’clock.

When do you have history class?

I need to add that meeting to my calendar.

What day is it today?

Monday is the first day of the work week. 

Tuesday Next week Tuesday we don’t have school.

Today is ...

Tomorrow is ...

What day is it?

the week

Today is Wednesday.

Tomorrow is Thursday.

What day is it that we are meeting?

I have three tests and one quiz this week. 

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Wednesday is in the middle of the week. 

I have a lot of homework for Thursday. 

I can’t wait for Friday night.

We don’t have school on Saturday.

A lot of stores are closed on Sunday. 



TRANSLATIONS: Clothing Items and Prices
Vocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

to buy

the salesperson

to shop

the shopping mall (the mall)

the store

the boot

the coat

the clothes; the clothing

the dress

the jacket

the jeans

the cent

to cost

the credit card

the customer

the dollar

to go shopping

How much do _______ cost?

How much does _______ cost?

I am looking for _______ 
(in blue).

the money; the cash

to pay (for)

the mitten

the pants; the trousers

the scarf

the shirt

My mom buys food at the grocery store.

The salesperson is helping the customer.

The friends shop for clothes together. 

There are lots of stores in the shopping 
mall.

You can buy jeans and purses in this store.

Helen needs new boots for the fall.

Both of my coats are very warm. 

She has too many clothes. 

My mom wears dresses in summer. 

You need a new jacket for winter. 

How many pairs of jeans do you have? 

A penny is one cent.

This scarf costs $35. 

Can I pay with my credit card?

The customer is looking at the purses.

Do you know the person on the dollar bill?

These girls like to go shopping for clothes. 

How much do these shoes cost? 

How much does this shirt cost?

I am looking for a shirt in blue. 
There are a lot of blue shirts over there.

You can only pay with cash at this store. 

My parents usually pay for my clothes. 

You should wear mittens to keep your 
hands warm. 

Trousers is the British word for pants. 

A scarf is an accessory for your neck. 

This shirt looks nicer than that T-shirt. 

the glove My hands are cold, so I like wearing gloves. 

A1 CHAPTER 5 SECTION 1



TRANSLATIONS: Clothing Items and Prices
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the blouse Laura wore a new blouse to the party. 

the T-shirt

the shoe

the shorts

the skirt

The T-shirt has a cool design on it. 

These shoes look nice but hurt my feet.

He needs a new pair of shorts for summer. 

The skirt is so long that it hides your feet.

the sock

the suit

the sweater

The socks were too thick for the shoes. 

He wore a suit to the wedding. 

I often wear sweaters in winter to stay 
warm.

cheap

expensive

new

other; another

poor

rich

Since it’s cheap, I’ll buy three instead of 
one. 

Her new car was very expensive.

The TV broke so we bought a new one. 

He is thinking about buying another hat. 

There are a lot of poor people in our city.

Being rich means to have a lot of money. 

A1 CHAPTER 5 SECTION 1



TRANSLATIONS: Accessories and Opinions
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the bracelet

the earring

the necklace

the ring 

the purse

the raincoat

the sunglasses

the swimsuit

the tie

the umbrella

the accessory

the belt

the hat

the baseball cap

the winter hat

the jewelry

the wallet

the watch

big

fashionable 

long

Grandma gave me her special bracelet.

The earrings hang low on her ears. 

Her necklace looks nice with her shirt.

This ring does not fit my finger.

I keep my keys and wallet in my purse.

Kids like to wear raincoats to play in the 
rain. 

It’s so bright that I need my sunglasses.

I am packing a swimsuit in case we go 
swimming. 

Do you like to wear a tie with your suit?

I forgot my umbrella today and it’s raining.

Gloves and sunglasses are accessories. 

A belt helps pants fit better. 

That hat fits your head perfectly.

You can’t wear a baseball cap in school.

A winter hat keeps your head warm. 

Do you like to wear jewelry? 

Can you pay for me? I forgot my wallet. 

What do you like about your new watch? 

His feet are big, so he needs a bigger size. 

Her outfit was very fashionable. 

The long dress almost touched the floor. 

the bathing suit The bathing suit is perfect for the beach. 

loose

outdated

perfect

A loose sweater is comfortable to wear. 

The man is wearing outdated clothes.

That is the perfect outfit for concert. 

A1 CHAPTER 5 SECTION 2



TRANSLATIONS: Accessories and Opinions
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

extra small

small

The young girl needed pants in extra 
small.  

Do you have any small sweaters? 

medium

Can I help you?

the fitting room

golden

silver

to wear

large

extra large

small

tight

to fit

I like fashion.

I think that it is too big.

to look (appearance)

to match (with)

Not my style.

What do you think?

A size medium fits most people. 

Can I help you find something?

She is trying on clothes in the fitting room. 

Her hair looked golden in the sunlight.

Do you prefer gold or silver jewelry?

He wears a hat and glasses.

He is looking for a swimsuit in a large.

The extra large raincoat is too big for me. 

The old shirt is too small for me now. 

Clothing that is too tight isn’t comfortable.

One shirt fits and the other one does not.

I like fashion and try to dress nicely. 

I think that it is too big for you. 

That outfit looks really nice on you.

Your new purse matches your jacket well.

This coat is not my style. 

What do you think about this? 

A1 CHAPTER 5 SECTION 2

short Sleeves can be long or short on shirts. 

the size What clothing size do you wear?



TRANSLATIONS: Seasons and Weather
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the season

fall (autumn)

spring

winter

degrees

Celsius

Fahrenheit

It’s …

cloudy

cold

Do you have a favorite season? 

I am excited for fall and cooler 
temperatures.  

In spring I like to wear raincoats and boots. 

We need new hats and gloves for winter. 

How many degrees is it today? 

It is 18 degrees Celsius outside. 

It’s 62 degrees Fahrenheit today. 

It’s a beautiful day!

It’s cloudy today, so I don’t need 
sunglasses.  

He is wearing a winter coat because it is 
cold. 

summer She likes wearing sunglasses in summer. 

cool

dry

foggy

hot 

It is really cool today.

It hasn’t rained in weeks, so the field is dry.

You have to drive slowly because it’s foggy. 

The man is going swimming on this hot 
day. 

humid

icy

sunny

Is it going to be hot and humid tomorrow?

Roads are icy after freezing rain. 

I like sunny days the best. 

warm

wet

windy

to rain

the rain

It’s raining.

It’s rainy.

to snow

You don’t need a jacket on a warm day.

Our dogs love to get wet in puddles.

Watch your umbrella on this windy day. 

It’s going to rain all week long.

The rain makes everything wet.

It’s raining all day today.

When it’s rainy, I like to stay inside. 

It is going to snow later this week. 

A1 CHAPTER 5 SECTION 3



TRANSLATIONS: Seasons and Weather
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the storm

It’s storming.

It’s stormy.

the temperature

high temperature

low temperature

What is the weather going to
be like tomorrow?

the snow

It’s snowing.

It’s snowy.

to storm

There is a big storm coming.

It’s storming, so you’d better stay home. 

It’s stormy and cold today. 

What is the temperature going to be 
today?
The high temperature is 40 degrees 
Celsius.

The low temperature is zero degrees. 

What is the weather going to be like 
tomorrow? 

The snow was sticking to my eyelashes.

The kids love it when it’s snowing outside.

It looks pretty when it’s snowy outside. 

It looks like it is going to storm soon. 

What is the weather like 
today?

What is the weather like today in Italy? 
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TRANSLATIONS: Movies as Entertainment
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

to act (in), to star (in)

thrillers

westerns

to go to the movie theater

the movie theater; the cinema

to see a movie

the ticket

What do you prefer to see?

I prefer to see __________.

Which movies are playing?

Which movie do you want to 
see?

the actor

the actress

the movie; the film

What type of movies do you 
like?

action

adventure

animated

comedies

horror

romance

science fiction (sci-fi)

dramatic

What play does this actress star in? 

Thrillers keep you guessing until the end.

Westerns are usually about cowboys. 

Do you want to go to the movie theater?

This weekend they are going to the 
cinema.

The friends are seeing a movie together.

Who is buying the tickets for the movie? 

What do you prefer to see tonight? 

I prefer to see a romance movie. 

Which movies are playing this weekend? 

Which movie do you want to see today? 

He is my favorite actor in this movie.

The actress plays her role very well. 

What kind of movie do you want to watch?

What type of movies do you like the 
most?

Action movies have a lot going on.

I want to see the new adventure movie. 

Children enjoy animated movies the most. 

The new comedy really made me laugh.

Horror movies are too scary for him.

Women prefer to see romance movies. 

I would like to watch a science fiction 
movie next time we go to the cinema. 

Her acting is a bit too dramatic for me. 

What time is it playing? What time is it playing at the theater? 

funny

horrible

That Adam Sandler movie is so funny! 

The end of the movie was horrible.
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TRANSLATIONS: Movies as Entertainment
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

romantic

scary

That is a romantic movie. 

Some people think clowns are scary. 

suspenseful

entertaining

exciting

This book is suspenseful but not too scary.

The show was entertaining and I enjoyed 
it very much.  

Your birthday is an exciting day. 

to applaud The audience applauds for the band. 

the audience The audience is enjoying the concert.

TRANSLATIONS: Music as Entertainment
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the drums

the guitar

the instrument

the keyboard

the musical group

I play the drums and have my own set.

She knows how to play the guitar.

Do you play any instruments? 

A keyboard is like a piano.

This musical group plays such great music. 

the concert Do you want to go to a concert with me? 

the band I know the singer of this band. 

the piano

the singer

the song

Jenny plays the piano and sings.

These singers have great voices. 

The band is working on a new song. 

What type of music do you 
like?

alternative

country

classical

What type of music do you like to listen 
to?

Alternative music has a different sound.

Country music is very popular in America. 

The instruments in classical music are 
pretty.  

dance When dance music plays, I want to dance. 
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TRANSLATIONS: Music as Entertainment
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

hip hop

pop

rock and roll (rock)

artistic

loud

quiet

talented

a little

extremely

really

so

too

very

The hip hop artist is a talented dancer. 

This pop concert is really exciting.

Rock and roll music is too loud for me.

Her music is very artistic.

The loud music made it hard to hear her 
talk. 
Please be quiet. I want to listen to this 
song. 

My uncle is a talented artist. 

This song is a little quiet and hard to hear. 

That concert was extremely loud. 

She is a really talented keyboard 
player. 

It’s so cool that you play three instruments. 

The music was too quiet for me to hear.

That song is very romantic. 

absolutely I absolutely love alternative music. 

TRANSLATIONS: Making Plans
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

Are you free tonight? Are you free tonight to go shopping? 

to go to

the café

the club/disco

Do you have plans for Friday night or 
not?

She wants to go to the movies with me.

Let’s go to the café for coffee tomorrow.  

Do you want to go to the club on Saturday? 

Do you have plans for Friday 
night?

the festival There are a lot of bands at the festival.
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TRANSLATIONS: Making Plans
Present TenseVocabulary Word or Phrase ExampleTranslation

the party

Saturday evening

Saturday night

I am busy.

I’m sorry.

the zoo

to go out

to hang out

How about ___ instead?

to stay at home

tonight

the weekend (Friday evening 
through Sunday night)

What are you doing this 
weekend?

What are you doing on ____?

Saturday morning

Saturday afternoon

Are you going to her party this weekend? 

I like to go out to dinner with friends every 
Saturday evening.

Saturday night I am going to the theater. 

I am busy and can’t make it.

I’m sorry, but I am busy that day.

I am going to the zoo to see the animals.

She goes out with her friends on Fridays.

She enjoys hanging out with her friends.

How about going to a movie instead?

She prefers to stay at home when she’s 
sick.

I already have plans tonight. 

Saturday and Sunday are the weekend. 

What are you doing this weekend for 
fun?

What are you doing on Friday?

Saturday morning I am going to the 
library. 

Saturday afternoon we are having a 
picnic.  

the park Let’s meet at the park to play. 

the movie I prefer to watch a movie at home. 

No, I cannot.

No, I can’t.

See you then.

Sounds good.

Yes, I can.

No, I cannot go to the zoo tomorrow.

No, I can’t make it to the party. 

Ok, I’ll see you then. 

That plan sounds good to me. 

Yes, I can go to the movies on Friday. 

That works for me. That works great for me. 
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